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Written by Massad Ayoob, one of the pre-eminent fighting handgun trainers in the world, Gun Digest Book
of Concealed Carry 2nd Edition builds upon the best-offering 1st edition by addressing some of the
hottest issues surrounding concealed carry today.Commentary from Ayoob draws about his experience as a
specialist witness for courts in weapons and shooting cases.Review case studies that reveal lessons
discovered.Understand Castle Doctrine and Stand Your Surface laws. Gun Digest Publication of Concealed
Carry 2nd Edition can help you do exactly that.As a handgun owner, you borrowed from it to you to
ultimately stay informed and educated about adjustments in concealed carry laws and regulations and
personal defense hardware.Find out about the latest in holsters and equipment, including new personal
protection ammunition and lights.
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Another Bullseye for Ayoob I have purchased from Amazon numerous Ayoob's excellent books. That is
annoying and should have already been detected and corrected during proofreading. I cannot do that very
well but I would not hesitate to shoot the BG before he got his hand near my gun. Thanks a lot Mas !
That is why I personally highly recommend this book.The Equipment chapter is particularly bad in this
manner. You lose several large sections of text because of this. They are all excellently created in his
concise, "officer" style but with the precise technical details of a college professor and the colourful spice
of a drinking buddy.)I don't buy that need to help protect the community because I am aged and unable to
work as a cop though I could draw and shoot somebody. But if there was one theme that Ayoob
reiterates through this book, it is that you should never stop studying what it takes to safely bring a
concealed firearm. The author's tips on finding your way through and using a self-defense carry weapon
pale compared to the much-needed information about what comes afterward. If you're going to carry a
firearm with the intent to utilize it when needed (and why would you carry it intending to not utilize it?
If a culprit attempts to consider my gun, he would be shot to prevent his irresponsible use of the gun.
Find a gun store linked to a shooting range where one can try various guns you might like. Very Good Book
about Concealed Carry I bought this book from the Kindle section.I was active in the gun hobby about 45
years back but did nothing for many years. I would recommend it to anyone who is not used to Concealed

Carry. I read and reviewed another publication on this subject by Chris Bird who is also a specialist in gun
handling and in the legalities of Concealed Carry. Ayoob is certainly a previous cop who understands the
problems of Concealed Carry from the cop aspect and from the civilian side. He provides testified as a
specialist witness in a number of trials involving people who drew their guns. Visitors will be well-advised to
take his information and study the laws and regulations of their jurisdiction before holding.What I learned
from this reserve was that: 1) Defending my home and the people in it, I feel confident I can use the gun
to disable anyone who enters carrying a gun or other lethal weapon. It had been good on the Kindle.A good
basis for further focus on carry and usage of a protective handgun! Changes what you carry Four Stars
Great book and well written. Now that I have that permit I find that it allows me also to carry a gun
concealed on my person. That was by no means my intent. But I decided to check out the matter in the
event a need arose.One thing that should become clear to the uninitiated is usually that we are not trying
to conceal guns so that we can sneak around and then shoot people as a big surprise. We simply want,
without anyone making a big fuss, a gun handy in case we meet a mugger, a car jacker, or some nut who
would like to kill some individuals. Ayoob and other authors on this topic, feel most of us who are somewhat
helpful with guns possess an obligation to carry a gun continuously, except where the legislation forbids it
(such as court rooms, etc). The basic idea is that people should carry section of the burden for maintaining
protection in our communities. If you choose the incorrect gun and holster and make it the wrong manner,
you will present the gun inadvertently when you bend down to pick something up from a low shelf in a shop
and someone will record " a guy with a gun" to the cops who will questions you, observe your permit and
help you to become more careful. (But look out because if a little old woman sees you she'll club you first
and ask questions later! The authoritative book by the authority Mas Ayoob is a familiar name in gun-related
journalism and particularly self-defense and concealed carry topics. I also would need a whole lot more
training on when to intervene with a gun than I can get in among these books. If I wanted to be
considered a cop, I would have been one. (I did check into signing up for the Air Police in the Air National
Guard when I was child. Ayoob is an excellent read I purchased this older edition, mainly because the
principles of CC are just about unchanging. Don't listen to Pelosi. So, are you ready to charge out and take

control of the street? Should anyone ever take a gun out of your home, you owe it to yourself as well as
your family to learn this publication and its own message of accountable, tactically wise concealed carry.
There are many things mentioned about being aware at all occasions of those around you. You should never
allow visitors to trap you.) A very important factor Ayoob mentions is definitely that, to carry a gun, you



have to be ready to fight someone for your gun or he'll take it from you and shoot you with it. Well, this is
a very good book for giving you the info required.Without this knowledge you will be sued for thousands of
dollars or spend significant time in jail. Today, most Claims give Concealed Carry Permits (or the equivalent)
to anyone who would like one and who hasn't been arrested nor had problems with liquor or mental
instability. Much of the legal aspect of what you can do with your gun depends upon the laws of the state
your geographical area. You may or may not be able to use your CC Permit when journeying. You have to
check that before any visit to distant States. A route I happen to be visit family has many holes where I
can't carry. Nevertheless, you have a right to defend yourself from criminal aggression. 2) Beyond your
home, I could only use the gun to straight prevent a lack of existence (mine or a friend or family members
member.Once more, this book is priceless in the vast amounts of knowledge it provides. Ayoob may be the
dude. The target is to quit the criminal act. I experienced to wonder a little bit about avoiding theft or
harm to property. My solution is normally "No, the Gun cannot be used, actually in a threatening manner to
avoid a theft. The exception is certainly theft of the gun.), then this book should be at or close to the top
of your buying list, even before buying the weapon and the holster.Ayoob discusses various guns, holsters
and how exactly to outfit for Concealed Carry. He uses photos effectively showing how several guns
conceal in a variety of holsters and positions on the body, both on women and men. I chose a very good full-

size gun for House Defense but thought I required a smaller gun for Concealed Carry. But it turns out
that with the correct holster (which I happened to buy just before reading the publication), I could carry
this full-size pistol concealed quite often - most likely not when swimming! I've also discovered that the
tiny guns I thought essential for Concealed Carry have become difficult to shoot. Personally i think like I
experienced a conversation with Massad Ayoob over a cup of coffee, very personal touch in his composing.
After reading Ayoob's publication you can find an excellent gun and holster combo. It helps to get a
shooting range where you can rent and shoot many boxes of ammo through various guns.There will do info
provided about guns to let you know what to search for in a gun store. Massad is among my husbands
favorite authors. I recommend the site [not really allowed in a Review] for unbiased info on guns.
Everything from picking the firearm to carry and why, selecting the type of ammunition to make use of in
your firearm, extra accessories to aid in concealed carry, to preparing mentally for what goes on before,
after and during an incident where you must pull your weapon and utilize it to save a life. It addresses
every gun offered today and the last year or therefore. It comes with an animated diagram showing what
sort of semi-automatic pistol functions. Just a couple of notes to the novice. Don't cock the gun and draw
the trigger unless the salesperson says it is all right. Then they check the gun and unloaded it, if required,
for examination. They still assume it really is loaded and ready to kill someone therefore they do not point
even an "empty gun" at any person in the store. In the event that you see a bunch of men striking the
deck, you achieved it wrong. Get It. First gun people generally assume a gun is loaded and ready to kill
somebody. That can damage some guns. Add a publication covering your state's specific regulations and you
have a very full set of the essential information every firearm carrier requirements. Never buy your initial
gun without trying the same kind of gun on the range. He KNOWS what he's discussing.While this book
didn't convert me to become a daily gun carrier, it alerted me to many of the potential problems. But as
many people say who do bring, unless you carry, that can be done nothing when confronted by a "THEIF".
If you do bring, you can always leave it in the holster. I was told they didn't need any help from somebody
only 5 ft 9 inches tall. Ayoob is often interesting, and makes many useful observations. Unlike recent books
by "warriors" and "operators" Ayoob isn't full of himself. It seems the thing now for some to enter others'

faces over their gun rights. Ayoob gets that.Ayoob also focuses rightly on the legal areas of self-defense.
It is clear that in the event that you, a plain civilian, draw a gun and shoot a "bad guy," the BG could have
some good attorneys trying to get every penny you ever owned and several you have however to
touch.This book is priceless in the vast amounts of knowledge it provides in preparing to choose the



Concealed Carry lifestyle. We're not all thinking about being SWAT associates; Ayoob brings common-sense
(genuine) to the discussion, and it's worth a read for those who watch themselves as 2d Amendment
crusaders. Concern about the growing problem of house invasions gave me a motivation to return back to
the hobby directed toward house defense. A Must Read if you are Considering Concealed Carry This book
was strongly suggested by a number of people across various community forums, so I picked up a copy. I
browse this publication from cover to cover, then purchased two even more copies to give to friends who
experienced either recently received or were in the process of getting their Concealed Carry License.We
also appreciated Ayoob's writing on NOT going out of the right path to upset people if you undertake to
open up carry. It is non-commercial and just provides info including some specialized data like recoil that you
could obtain nowhere else. Massad Ayoob also gives true to life, usable and useful advice from his personal
true to life experiences and the real life experiences of others that he provides come in contact with.
"Disable" means to make the culprit end any threatening motions. His profession has covered more
encounters than most police officers, lawyers and judges would observe in twelve lifetimes related to using
a gun in self defense. Kindle Edition Has Flaws The book is excellent but the Kindle edition offers blank
pages where there are large or many photos. Another home run by Massad! There are numerous places on
line where you can learn about guns. There exists a range charge and you get 50 bullets - total $25-$30

many areas. Great book! Excelent Perfect for me Well written and informative. Highly recommended
reading for anyone with a CCW permit (or anyone considering getting one). Information every CCW holder
needs to know, presented in a very personal way. Extremely informative, and presented in with an
entertaining design. The smaller the gun, the worse the recoil however the more you will need a high caliber
for power (which is normally diminished by a brief barrel). I bought another copy to send out to a member
of family so they can benefit from his insights. Two thumbs up Thorough awesome book. Read It... Learn
It. essential ready if you carry and think you understand enough about. Perfect because you do not . But
here in Alabama the law is in a way that I had to get a Pistol Permit in order to bring both a gun and
ammunition between house and shooting ranges. Excellent reference and teaching materials. Keep your
finger off the trigger. a must ready in the event that you carry and . awesome book . Of training course
this might result in their death. The dude abides. Listen to the dude. You'd to have impressive size.
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